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This publication documents an exhibition
of Donald Judds work held at David
Zwirner in New York in 2011, which
presented works drawn from the artists
seminal 1989 exhibition held at the
Staatliche
Kunsthalle
Baden-Baden,
Germany. Consisting of 12 identically
scaled anodized aluminum works, the
historic exhibition at the Kunsthalle
Baden-Baden was significant in that it
marked the first time Judd used colored
anodized aluminum in such a large,
floor-mounted format. The combinations of
materials, dividers and colors--which differ
from box to box--thus determine the
singular nature of each work within a finite
number of variable possibilities. As such,
these works comprise one of Judds few
explorations of color on a large scale. With
new scholarship by noted art historian
Richard Shiff, in addition to archival
material and an interview with the artist by
Jochen Poetter, this hardcover provides a
focused investigation of one of the key
concerns within Judds practice.
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Donald Judd artnet The Donald Judd Catalogue Raisonne project seeks to document and research artworks by Donald
Judd, culminating in the publication of an updated and MoMA Donald Judd. Untitled (Stack). 1967 Opening
September 26, 2013, Mnuchin Gallery presents Donald Judd: Stacks. Featuring ten stacks from four decades, this is the
first-ever exhibition devoted to Donald Judd Biography, Art, and Analysis of Works The Art Story Follow this
artist. Donald Judd. Judd Foundation at Frieze New York. 2017. Judd Furniture highlighted at the Foundations first time
participating in the fair. Donald Judd - Exhibitions - Mnuchin Gallery One of the most significant artists of the
twentieth century, the radical ideas and work of Donald Judd continue to provoke and influence the fields of art, Donald
Judd - 83 Artworks, Bio & Shows on Artsy Biography - Judd Foundation Donald Judd (June 3, 1928 February 12,
1994) was an American artist associated with minimalism In his work, Judd sought autonomy and clarity for the New
York - Judd Foundation Donald Judd. David Zwirner is pleased to present an exhibition of works in Cor-ten steel by
Donald Judd, on view at 537 West 20th Street in New York. Donald Judd 19281994 Tate Find the latest shows,
biography, and artworks for sale by Donald Judd. Donald Judd, widely regarded as one of the most significant American
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artists of the p Donald Judd David Zwirner none Donald Judd (June 3, 1928 February 12, 1994) was an American
artist associated with minimalism (a term he nonetheless stridently disavowed). In his work Donald Judd David
Zwirner Find artworks for sale and information related to Donald Judd (American, 1928-1994) on artnet. Browse
gallery artworks, auctions, art events, biography details, Donald Judd - National Gallery of Canada The sculptor
Donald Judd, one of the most important artists of the mid20th century, declared that he took up writing in the early
1960s purely as Publications - Judd Foundation A recently discovered unpublished note by the late Donald Judd,
written in 1989, reveals that the US artist did not think much of the property Donald Judd - The Chinati Foundation
La Fundacion Chinati Untitled 1990 is a wall-based work by the American artist Donald Judd. It comprises ten
identical rectangular boxes, each with sides made of blue anodised none At the center of the Chinati Foundations
permanent collection are 100 untitled works in mill aluminum by Donald Judd installed in two former artillery sheds.
Donald Judd - Wikipedia Research Archives Catalogue Raisonne Conservation Oral History Project Donald Judd
Biography Art Furniture Writing Architecture & Design. 15 Untitled Works in Concrete - The Chinati Foundation
La One of the foremost artists of the second half of the twentieth century, whose work continues to impact
contemporary practice, the writings of Donald Judd remain Donald Judd, Artist, Revealed as a Philosopher-Critic by
His Children In the early 1970s, Donald Judd began to design furniture for 101 Spring Street By 1984, Judd had
designed a range of wood furniture including a bed, desk, Donald Judd David Zwirner Although it is hung on a wall
like a painting, Untitled (Stack) projects nearly three feet from the wall and climbs like rungs on a ladder from floor to
ceiling. Images for Donald Judd Donald Judd (b. 1928, Excelsior Springs, Missouri d. 1994, New York) is one of the
most significant American artists of the post-war period. Judd described his Judd Foundation: Home Page Donald
Judd. David Zwirner is pleased to present an exhibition of works by Donald Judd (1928-1994). This is the first gallery
presentation of this seminal artist in Art - Judd Foundation Donald Judd. 1928 - 1994. Half or more of the best new
work in the last few years has been neither painting nor sculpture. Usually it has been related, closely or Donald Judd Judd Foundation Donald Judd, one of the foremost American artists of the postwar era and a major figure in the
Minimal Art movement, died yesterday at New Marfa - Judd Foundation Guided visits to Judd Foundation properties
in Marfa offer visitors direct engagement with Donald Judds art and vision. Judds formerly private living and working
Catalogue Raisonne - Judd Foundation Guided visits to 101 Spring Street offer visitors direct engagement with
Donald Judds art and vision. Judds formerly private living and working space provides
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